
 

  

 

 

How do our roles link to the Strategic Plan? 

 

The main aspects of performance management focus on knowing what we’re here to achieve and 

translating this into day-to-day activities. Our strategic plan identifies the high-level priorities we work 

towards, together with our intended impact. This, in turn, shapes our delivery plan and office plan, 

which sets out the specific results and improvements we seek to make through our work, the 

activities we carry out to achieve these and how they’ll be measured.  This supports a culture of 

continuous improvement and feedback and is reviewed and updated throughout the year.  

This helps us to focus on what’s important and understand how service delivery is progressing. Most 

crucially, it enables us to make effective well-informed and timely decisions which focus on our 

strategic goals. This means that there’s a understandable and well-communicated link between the 

achievement of the Parliament’s vision and individual objectives and goals.  

It fits together as follows: 
 
 
Strategic Plan 

This is a plan for the Parliament as a whole.  Our overarching goal is to ensure the Parliament is at 
the forefront of the political debate and remains relevant to the people of Scotland.    
 
Delivery Plan 

This translates the ambitions of our strategy into reality.  It reflects the ongoing work to ‘Run the 
Parliament’ which accounts for most of our day-to-day activities, as well as initiatives to ‘Improve the 
Parliament’ and risk management measures.     
 
Office Plan 

Each office has a clear line of sight from their office plan to the strategic plan.  A key emphasis here 
is to support and encourage meaningful conversations and collaborative working between teams.  
This approach is also embedded into our approach to performance management. 
 
Individual Plan 

This is where we set out our objectives and priorities of our roles and the behaviours expected to 
successfully achieve them.  Here, we reflect on our office plan by considering what goals we can 
work towards that’ll contribute to the delivery of the plan for the year ahead.  We also consider what 
personal development is needed to achieve our goals and timescales for delivering these.  
 

Performance Reporting 

This is where we encourage high performance and track our performance.  We consider this to be 
the most important aspect of our approach.  It ensures our services are fit for purpose and that risks 
are managed.  We use a quarterly red, amber green status (RAG) mechanism to measure and 
monitor the successful achievement of our plans.   
 

Continuous Improvement and Feedback 

At an individual level, we seek constructive feedback on how we’re performing through our regular 
conversations with our managers.  We do this to identify barriers to high performance, such as the 
quality of objectives, workload, wellbeing and areas of training and support.  This also helps to 
address performance issues before they potentially become more serious. 


